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INTRODUCTION 1 :  View this video below. It shows how Tennis Pro Rafael Nadal  gets spin on tennis balls of 3200 rpm. 
Sometimes he gets spin as high as 5000 rpm. After you view the video answer the questions below. 
 

 

Video Library Player: Speed and Spin: Nadal's Lethal 

Forehand  
JOE WARD , XAQU'IN G.V.  
Rafael Nadal's forehand is a rare combination of speed and tremendous 

topspin, making it one of the most lethal weapons in tennis.  

 
 

 

 

Tennis ball speed of 120 mph and spin 
of 3200 rpm  

INTRODUCTION 2:  Tennis balls have a diameter of 6.7 cm and a mass of 58 grams. The questions below 
refer to the Tennis ball hit by Nadal at 120 mph with a spin of 3200 rpm. The moment of inertia of a hollow 
sphere as a tennis ball is: I = 2/3 M R2  where M is the mass of the sphere and R is the radius of the sphere. 
Also, 0.44704 m/s = 1 mph.  KElinear = ½ M V2 , KEangular = ½ I ω2 , ω = 2πf , f = frequency in revelutions/s 
Note:  ω is in units of radians/s , 
 
QUESTIONS: (a) Convert 120 mph to m/s? (b) Find the linear KE( in J) of tennis  ball when hit at 120 mph? 
(c) Find Moment of Inertia of tennis ball? (d) Find ω of this tennis ball in units of radians/second? 
(e) Find the angular KE of this tennis ball when spinning at 3200 rpm?  (f) To produce this KEangular Nadal 
did some anguar work ….. τ Ө  = torque X angular displacement. If he produced this KEangular  over 180o 

find the torque Nadal gave to the ball? 
 
ANSWERS: (a) 53.6 m/s , (b)~ 83.46 J , (c) ~ 4.34 X 10-5 kg m2 , (d) ~ 332 radians/s , (e) ~ 2.43 J , (f)  ~0.77 nm 
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